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Consumers in today’s textile market are faced with a multitude of choices when it comes to
selecting fabrics for their specialty application. Developments in textiles continue to offer
improvements, it’s important to consider the range of value added benefits that certain
fabrics can offer. Although the option of cheap foreign imports is tempting, there are several
innovative fabrics made in the US that add benefits beyond price1.
Markets, such as healthcare, marine, awning and graphics media, have different standards and requirements
for fabrics, so make sure to consider every factor to ensure you find the most overall cost-effective option. We
recently talked with Craig Zola, business and marketing manager at Herculite Products Inc – a leading US based
manufacturer and innovator of high quality textiles – about how to decide on specialty fabrics for many of these
applications.

Healthcare Fabrics
The healthcare industry may have the most stringent requirements, so choosing fabric that offers many benefits
is both economical and smart. “Healthcare facilities should select fabric that is hypoallergenic to minimize
irritation and adverse skin conditions; anti-static, to prevent the retention of static electricity that could
potentially interfere with sensitive medical monitoring systems; electrically conductive, to control electrostatic
discharge and the disruption of patient monitoring systems; odor resistant; and durable, to provide you with a
long-lasting and costeffective product,” explains Zola.
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A fabric that combines these qualities with an antimicrobial factor, such as the
Sure-Chek® brand designed and engineered in America by Herculite, can offer
a wide variety of benefits over traditional bedding fabric. “One of the primary
reasons that Sure-Chek® is so effective is that it incorporates an antimicrobial
additive that is slowly released to the surface for the life of the fabric. Medical
“Medical fabrics should reduced
undesirable microbes and reduce mattress
odor to ensure that the patient receives
the most hygienic treatment possible.”

fabrics should reduce undesirable microbes and reduce mattress odor to ensure
that the patient receives the most hygienic treatment possible,” says Zola,
explaining how this gradual release of an antimicrobial additive will protect the
fabric and extend its life.

Specialty fabric provides additional assurance of protection. “As any hospital risk manager can tell you,” says Zola,
“in such a densely populated building, you need every weapon you can muster. These include mattress fabrics,
shower curtains, pillow fabrics, and cubicle curtains with built-in, advanced, antimicrobial properties to protect
the fabric. And, the fact that they’re flame, odor, and stain-resistant as well, makes them an economical choice.”
Additionally, a medical mattress fabric with a high stretch factor can help with patient comfort as it conforms
to the internal support pressure management system. “This is a key function of medical bedding that controls
weight pressure to the patient’s body. A lower interface pressure between the patient and the medical bedding
is better,” Zola explains, describing considerations his company uses while designing their medical fabrics in
cooperation with healthcare professionals.

Marine Fabrics
The Marine Industry has a similarly broad range of requirements. One of the easiest ways to extend the life and
improve the look of your boat is through high quality marine fabrics. When choosing fabrics for your watercraft,
whether for boom awnings, bimini tops, convertible tops, enclosures, cushions, moorings, protective covers, or
anything else, the top three considerations are water tractability, cleanability, and UV resistance. The latter two in
particular play key roles in the longevity of your fabric’s life.
If you need a waterproof fabric rather than simply a water resistant one, vinyl ranks over woven. Though water
resistant, woven fabrics can leak. Similarly, vinyl fabrics like Herculite Riviera® and Weblon Regatta® are more
easily cleaned and maintained, while woven fabrics have a tendency to hold dirt and need water resisting or
cleaning treatments to maintain their use.
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When it comes to UV resistance, color and weave both play an important role. The darker the color, the more
sun resistance a fabric will have. So when using a woven acrylic or straight polyester fabric, a darker color is
recommended for durability because the weave is fairly wide. However, a crisp white fabric that matches the hull
of your vessel can also add an open, airy atmosphere. Luckily, vinyl and other fabrics treated for UV resistance
will maintain longer life spans in a lighter color.
“Boat fabric is an essential element in protecting your craft from the harsh marine environment, and a fabric
reinforced to provide higher levels of dimensional stability as well as resistance to weave stretch will offer
maximum performance and extended use,” explains Zola. So overall, look for fabrics with high UV resistance
engineered to be durable, waterproof, and easy to clean.

Awning Fabrics
The correct awning fabric can be another place to gain great return on investment. The design aesthetics and
water resistance capabilities of the fabric are essential factors for both residential and commercial applications,
and flame resistance, cleanability, and durability are doubly important in commercial settings.
Once you’ve selected the color, design, and framing that are right for your application, make sure the
fabric is treated for color fastness and has strong dimensional stability. Additionally, many states mandate
flame resistance for all awning fabric used in commercial enterprises, and if you couple that with high water
and weather resistance you’ll have a safe, long lasting awning that requires no further concern beyond
regular cleanings.
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High quality awning fabric with strong UV resistance can be a great choice. “Well-placed awnings can be a costeffective investment when you realize just how much savings are available, as they can prevent up to 77 percent
of window heat-gain,” explains Zola. “With cooling capacities of up to 15 degrees when placed properly, air
conditioning costs are reduced by as much as 25 percent, due to new vinyl technologies that support its unique
ability not to trap heat or moisture.”
With Herculite’s awning fabric collection; Coastline Plus®, Patio 500®, Excel M Series®, Natura®, Vanguard® and
Canopy FS®, businesses not only provide a fantastic seating area for patrons and thereby increase revenue, but
also save money by protecting outdoor furnishings and reducing your cooling costs during hot summer months.

Graphics Media Fabrics
For printing banners and displays, the prominence and clarity of your message is of the utmost importance. To
ensure the clearest printing, high quality fabric designed specifically to work with the ink system of the printer is
imperative. “There are a wide variety of printer manufacturers and styles that use an assortment of ink systems:
solvent, eco-solvent, ultraviolet, and latex,” Zola warns. “For instance, latex printer inks cure at much higher
temperatures than solvent inks, which will distort most fabrics.”
The best graphics media fabrics, such as Bantex® from Herculite, are designed
to work consistently with each type of ink and manufacturer. And it pays to
choose these fabrics, as one of the highest costs in printing is the ink itself. It
isn’t worth the lost time and cost of reprinting a banner that came out with a
“Saving money on fabric, while spending
excess money on ink due to poor quality
printing, is a lose-lose proposition that is
seen all too frequently.”

muddled message. “Saving money on fabric, while spending excess money on
ink due to poor quality printing, is a lose-lose proposition that is seen all too
frequently,” says Zola. “And poor quality fabrics can lead to job reworks, delays,
and lost customers.”

Of course, specialty fabrics like Bantex® have other benefits as well. “Only high quality banner material will
prevent ‘edge curl’ in banner strands and free hanging banners, which can make the banner’s message
unreadable,” elaborates Zola. It is important that fabrics hold up against the elements.
Even where the fabric is made is an important consideration. Since graphics media fabrics require so much
precision, it’s worthwhile to choose a fabric made more locally. It not only allows the end product to reach
the final consumer quicker, but it also controls the chemistry and surface tension of the plasticizers, which is
important for printing clarity and resolution.
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Conclusion
Every application will have its own specifications, and it ultimately pays to know your options and choose high
quality fabrics that offer a variety of value-added features. Selecting a fabric with the right qualities will not only
offer exceptional performance but is also a worthwhile investment in the future of your project.
“Always consider the return on investment,” advises Zola. “Effective fabrics are ones that have been designed and
well tested for their application, and that offer benefits beyond just industry standards. High quality fabrics are
well worth the time and money.”
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